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There are six key drivers behind 
smart farming
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Increasing farm sizes 
complicate 

management

Need to be more cost 
effective

Improve productivity to 
meet increasing food 

demand 

Reduce the 
environmental footprint 

of farming

Improve the image of 
the sector and address 

societal concerns

Improve value creation 
and cooperation in the 

chain

Source: Rabobank 2017



All farm trends have a digital 
component
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• From intuitive to fact based

• Scale advantages increase
Digitalisation of 

the farm

• More attention to the soil

• Biologicals replace chemistry
Rise of life 

sciences

• Offtakers increaslingly go 
upstream

Vertical
integration

• ‘Amazonification’ of food 
chains

Fragmentation of 
product flows



The Transformation of Input 
Products towards Digitization
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The input

A platformSoftware/Apps



Increasing need for integration of 
disciplines
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Leverage collective purchasing power

5) Expand advice over multiple disciplines

Optimisation of farm inputs

4) Execute the advice precisely

Smart equipment and robotics

3) Generate advice and predictions

Algorithms and farming knowledge

2) Create dashboards with insights

Software 

1) Collect data through smart equipment and sensors

Hardware

Source: Rabobank 2017



Redistribution of the farmer 
wallet
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Seeds

AgChem

Fertiliser

Equipment

IP Farming 
Concept

Platform/ 
Extension 

Service

‘Commoditised’ 
hardware



Monsanto; building a total in-
house all-encompassing solution
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Farmplan, part of Proagrica, has today 
announced the release of Gatekeeper 
Express, a new entry level, cloud based 
crop recording solution. Gatekeeper 
Express builds on the success of the 
market- leading Gatekeeper farm 
management software program 

(March 2, 2017)

Pro agrica (Reed Elsevier); Data 
at the heart of its business model
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Reed Business Information acquires Farmade, 
an agricultural software and workflow solutions 
business in the UK (June 4, 2014)

Strategic partnership 
announced between 

Proagrica and Dacom
Farm Intelligence (17 

December 2016)

BASF and Proagrica
sign agreement to offer 
interface for farm 
management systems 
(August 29, 2017)



Farmers Business Network (FBN);
making data work for farmers
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Started out as a farm data analytics and management 
company in 2014

Expanded product offering to include agricultural 
input procurement services, crop marketing services 
and financing

“FBN promises to “democratize the information” so 
farmers know when they’re paying more for a seed 
than the neighbour down the road”. “It takes more of 
the farm economy online in an objective way”.



Deere; opening up to other
disciplines
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• BASF and John Deere in Collaboration (Dec 13)

• Dow and John Deere in Collaboration (Dec  13)

• Growmark and John Deere in Collaboration (Feb 14)

• Bayer and John Deere in Partnership (Mar 14)

• John Deere and BASF in Precision Farming Agreement (Jul 14)

• Deere & Co Forms Joint Venture with DN2K, … insights from other data 
streams in a bid to improve decision making and provide enhanced 
support from advisers and consultants to growers (Oct 15)

• Dow AgroSciences to Launch Precision Agronomy Program, new 
program will be enabled by embedded systems, telematics 
and the John Deere Operations Centre 

• Deere & Company Completes Blue River Technology 
Acquisition (Sept 17)



Conclusion
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Blurring of lines between input disciplines

Increasing importance of data (generation, 
dashboards, exchange, aggregation)

Three options:  
(1) discipline champion (IP prot.), 
(2) platform for agronomic advise, or 
(3) value for money supplier
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Thank you for your attention
harry.smit@rabobank.com
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